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The 15 Best Kids' Halloween Masks
to Match Their Costume and Keep
Them Safe
Let them have fun while staying protected.
By QUINN FISH

Updated: OCTOBER 20, 2021

Halloween celebrations might look different in much of the country this year, but kids can still partake
in some spooky fun. Costumes are often the most anticipated part of the holiday, and they can be
enjoyed no matter your plans.
If you want to venture outside, your mini Elsa or Spiderman will need a mask. The 15 below mesh
perfectly with some of this year's most popular characters, as well as classic costumes, making
safety precautions more seamless than ever.
Disclaimer: The CDC does not recommend wearing a mask underneath a costume mask because it
can be dangerous if the costume mask makes it hard to breathe. It also recommends not using a
costume mask as a substitute for a cloth mask unless it is made of two or more layers of breathable
fabric that covers your mouth and nose and doesn’t leave gaps around your face.

Butterfly
This adorable set includes a butterfly wing shawl with a matching cloth face mask that fits most girls
ages 2 to 7. Elastic loops make the shawl sit comfortably around her shoulders and wrists, so she
can flap her wings all night long.

Jack-o-Lantern
Available in burnt orange or a brighter red color, this mask blends effortlessly with an orange and
green outfit or a full-blown pumpkin suit.

Spiderman
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There are five superheroes your child can choose from, so you really can’t go wrong. Replace the
face mask on your favorite Spiderman bodysuit with this mask to complete the look.

Ninja
A black kids mask blends in perfectly under the loose veil on this ninja costume for girls. The set
even comes with “boot tops” to pull everything together.

Silly Animal
From goofy fox to smiling cheetah, or everyone’s favorite—the classic dog—every kid can get in on
the fun with this set. Throw this mask on with a fuzzy canine suit for optimal cuteness.

Skeleton
For your minimal effort kiddo or your scary tween, this unisex mask and shirt set provides comfort
and protection. For a fuller look, add this beanie and glove set.

Witch
Good for any age, this mask turns any kiddo into a green-faced witch, no face paint or red lipstick
necessary. Add a witch dress and hat to complete the ensemble.

Black Panther
This soft polyester mask is durable and protects skin from up to UPF 50+ UV, so your Wakandan
King can wear it no matter where the festivities take place.

Power Ranger
Comfy and breathable, this face mask can be added to this hooded costume for an adorable,
COVID-friendly style.

Unicorn
If you’ve got big trick-or-treating plans this year, feel comfortable with this anti-fog face shield and
two-layer mask set. Pair it with a matching unicorn dress and wing set for a whimsical ensemble.
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Mandalorian
The force is strong with this Mandalorian mask. Add it to a light-up jumpsuit and cape set for a headturning outfit.

Devil
This cozy fleece balaclava comes complete with an adjustable buckle, great for making even the
fussiest kids comfy. They might even hit the slopes with this hood this winter.

Sonic the Hedgehog
The classic blue Sega character is on the go this Halloween. Add this to a puffy Sonic suit and your
little hedgehog will be unstoppable.

Disney Frozen’s Elsa
Choose from purple, pink, blue and more for this Elsa mask. If she doesn’t already have one, pair it
with a snow queen dress. She'll never let it go.

Baby Shark
Perfect for toddlers through kids age 12, this cotton-lined mask leaves no gaps and is completely
machine-washable. Add it to a plush baby shark costume for colorful, aquatic fun.
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